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RESUME

Following the first steps taken towards the consolidation of the customs union ,
in particular the Commission 's communication of 15 June 1977 on the state of the
customs union , it is necessary to present to the European Parliament , the Economic
and Social Committee and the Council a multiannual programme for the attainment
of the customs union .

This programme lays down the .basic objectives at which the Community should aim
in establishing a true customs union .

For the attainment of those objectives , it is proposed to institute a procedure

of annual commitments whereby the Commission in November every year , would present
a record of the preceding year 's achievements , together- with the priorities for
the following year , setting out specific commitments . The priorities for 1979 form

the second part of this document , which contains proposals to be adopted by the
Council during the year and other measures to be taken in order to achieve the
customs union .



Introduction

GENERAL REMARKS

This programme for the attainment of the Customs Union is part of the
stated policy of working towards the creation of . a single market in all its
aspects . The measures advocated by the Commission under the programme are
designed to complete and consolidate the customs union , the instruments of
which do not simply express a common customs policy but at the same time
make it possible to implement other common policies , thereby helping to
eliminate progressively the formalities and controls in intra-Community trade .
The measures which go to make up this programme should , by providing more reliabU

external protect-ion for the European economy and streamlining internal trade ,

put the internal market on a firm footing . The programme sets out various

proposals for giving practical effect to Community preference and aiding
development of the free movement of goods . ,

Such a programme , then , is closely linked with the Community policy for the
establishment of an economic and monetary union as adopted by the Community

institutions , in the form of a multiannual programme to be achieved in yearly
stages . The link is confirmed by the parallel nature of the priorities proposed
for 1979 and the proposals on customs union put forward in the 1979 EMU programme

This programme for the attainment of the customs union is the fruit of - delibe

rations and discussions in Community institutions and national administrations

and with the trade and industrial interests affected, following the Commission
ν . .

communication of 15 June 1977 on the state of customs union ( 1 ).

( 1 ) COM ( 77 ) 210 final
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B. .COMMUNICATION ON THE STATE OF THE CUSTOMS UNION AND THE ATTITUDE OF THE

COMMUNITY INSTITUTIONS AND INTERESTED PARTIES

1 . The Commission Communication on the state of the customs union emphasized

the need to improve the free movement of goods within the Community and to
, I

adopt a complete and coherent set of Community customs rules applicable in
trade with non-member countries .

2 . A Conference organized by the Commission in December 1977 , which brought
together representatives of the Community institutions / national administra
tions , various economic sectors and users , showed ( 1 ) the overwhelming
importance attached to the Commission 's guidelines .

' , \
3 . in the face of the present difficulties in world trade and the need for

concrete achievements capable of contributing to the success of the strategy

laid down by the Community to extricate itself from the crisis , the Economic
and Social Committee , in examining the Commission Communication on the state

of the customs union , drew attention in its Opinion of 30 March 1978 ( 2 ). to

the importance of problems raised and the urgent need to draw up a specific

programme for the attainment of the customs union .

4 . Furthermore , the political , economic and psychological importance of the
measures aimed at improving the functioning of the Customs Union and the

need to draw up a mult iannual programme , to be periodically updated , were

emphasized in the report presented by the European Parliament 's Committee

on Economic and Monetary Affairs , which was followed by the Resolution on
the " development of the customs union and of the internal market " adopted

t

by the Parliament oh 12 April 1978 ( 3 ). The latter reaffirmed its position

in a second Resolution on 5 July 1978(4 ), stressing that the unsact i sfactory
operation of trade in intra-Community traffic was having an adverse effect

on the productivity and competitiveness of Community industry and was

undermining the efforts to bring about common structural and employment

policies . *

( 1 ) Record of the Conference on "The Customs Union : today and tomorrow",
held on 6 and 7 December 1977 . '

( 2 ) Opinion , OJ No C 181 , 31.7.1978 ■ . ■ >
( 3 ) Resolution , OJ No C 108 , 8.5.1978

Report of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs presented by
Mr Nyborg ( Doc . 557 / 77 )

( 4 ) OJ No C 182 , 31.7.1978

• ■ • / • • •

:
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5 . . The European Council has also stated on two occasions - in Copenhagen and

Bremen - that the Community 's continuing duty was to guarantee and improve the

common market by continuing to eliminate trade barriers and distorsions of

compet i t ion . ' ,

6 . Recently the Council too pledged, via its President , to give priority to the
Commission proposals relating to the realization of the customs union ( 1 , 2 )

In addition , the Commission attitudes have been discussed in great detail
with the heads of the national customs administrations , who play a key part

in the creation of the customs union since the latter , far from being solely

a matter of Community legislation , requires each administration to make

structural changes and adopt a new way of thinking ; henceforth customs activities
must reflect solidarity among the partners .

8 . The trade associations represented on the Advisory Committee on Customs Matters
have stated that they too are prepared to play their part in developing the
customs union . - ' -

ί

On the eve of elections to the European Parliament by universal suffrage the
Community ought to- make renewed efforts to give greater substance to

European citizenship and to promote awareness of belonging to a

community . In this context , doing away with intra-Community frontiers , as places

where formalities and controls must be complied with , is particularly important .

10 . The prospect of further enlargement of the Community is yet another incentive
to speed up the establishment of the customs union , which at present still

retains many of the characteristics of a free-trade area .

11 . The Commission considers it desirable to redefine the key aspects of the

problems of consolidating the customs union from the point of view of making

the internal market more effective . It feels obliged to explicitly how far
harmonization of the main . points of the customs procedures can go toxards

( 1 ) Debates of the European Parliament , 14.9.1978 - oral question ( Doc . 283 / 78 )
( 2 ) Debates of the European Parliament , 8.1.1979 - oral question ( Doc . 513/ 78 )

• • • / • • •
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providing the Community with a basis from which to develop the internal market ,
it being very important for the latter to be seen as providing Europe 's
economy with the positive results of an'effective Community preference and
allowing the "scope to develop the free movement of goods .



I. THE MULTIANNUAL PROGRAMME

BASIC OBJECTIVES

1 . Article 9 ( 1 ) of the Treaty provides that : The Community shall be based .

upon . a customs union The ultimate objective of that customs union ,
is to create the conditions on which the fusion of the national markets

into a single market and the elimination of internal frontiers depend .
These conditions entail more than the mere establishment of a Common

Customs Tariff and a number of basic principles governing the application

of such a tariff . They must be given practical effect via the establishment

of a complete , uniform and effective body of legislation , designed to ensure

the homogeneity of trade arrangements between the Community and non-member

countries and thereby to create the conditions required for goods to be able

to move within the Community under the same conditions as within domestic
markets . - ~ -

2 . The liberalization of intra-Communi ty trade , while depending very . much on
the homogeneity of the rules in force at external frontiers and their being

applied in a uniform manner - which should be facilitated by the * introduction

of Community procedures - is naturally linked to progress achieved in other

fields , particularly in matters of taxation , currency, transport and statistics
( 1 ).

The Commission feels , however , that even in the absence of substantial progress
on these matters , customs measures may contribute greatly to the simplification
of the formalities and controls applied in intra-Community trade , to greater
fluidity of trade and to accentuating Community preference .

3 . While it is very important that formalities and controls in intra-Community
, trade be eliminated, it must not be forgotten that the European citizen
judges the progress achieved on integration by the controls and formalities
which he sees applied when he travels within the Community or when he sends
or receives non-commercial parcels .

( 1 ) It should be remembered that simplified procedures could be "introduced in
the field of taxation as announced by the Commission in its programme for
1975 ( doc . COM ( 75 ) 391 final ). Some progress in this area is possible fol
lowing the adoption of the 6th directive on VAT . The same will be true for
currency matters , following the entry into force of the European Monetary
System . \
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The Commission therefore considers that a fresh impetus should be given to
deal with all the problems airising in connection with relief from duty on
qoods carried by travellers or contained in parcels sent to individuals .

Full harmonization of the customs rules must be achieved before the barriers

between national markets can be fully dismantled and is therefore essential

for the development of economic and monetary union . The harmonized rules

must be as reliable as each of the old national systems , given the new demands

arising from the facts of life in a common market , and would in particular permit
greater uniformity as regards establishment of the Community 's own resources .

The only way to ensure that customs legislation is uniform and reliable is to

see that binding measures are enacted which are obligatory and directly applicable
within the Member States , and therefore offer legal guarantees for the individual .

Particular attention must therefore be paid to the form of the legal act to be adopted

for establishing this Community customs legislation . As a result of past

experience , particularly in the field of the "economic " customs procedures ,
the Commission is categorically in favour of regulations . New line directives

certainly confer obligations on Member States , but normally require intermediate

national legislation in order to produce legal consequences for individuals . This
procedure is time-consuming ; moreover , directives do not adequately provide the

legal certainty and uniformity of Community law necessary for the proper functioning

of the Common Market . These aims can be achieved only by the use of regulations .

The establishment of a body of Community customs law inevitably raises the

problem of harmonization of penalties and organization of legal protection for

those liable to such penalties .

If disparities as regards penalties persist , this may not only give rise to

unequal treatment or even deflection of trade , but may also seriously affect the

operation of customs arrangements and procedures and jeopardize the effectiveness
of common policy measures whose implementation is based on those arrangements and

procedures . Similarly , the national systems currently in force should be recon

sidered with a view to finding solutions appropriate to the new dimension
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and specific needs of the Community . Unity of legislation, also makes it necessary

to introduce the same level of legal protection throughout the Community .

»

7 . Among other qualities which Community legislation must possess are clarity and

transparency . *

It is necessary to ensure that the desire to bring the decision-making process

to a sucessful conclusion does not fead to the adoption of vague or ambiguous

formulations , which will be bound to give rise to differences of interpretation ,
and hence further disparit ies , . between Member States .

The establishment of uniform rules which , by their nature , will have to undergo

frequent amendments , inevitably gives rise to the problem of their codification ,
without which it will be difficult to consult the provisions . The codification

must initially take the form of recasting into a basic regulation and a single
implementing regulation the provisions relating to a given sector which are to be

found scattered in different numbers of . the Official Journal . The next

step is to undertake codification proper , entailing a basic, text of a general
nature ( customs code ) dealing systematically and on the basis of uniform
formulations and concepts with all customs arrangements and procedures , this
basic text being supplemented where necessary by implementing provisions .

8 . The establishment of the customs union inevitably brings the national customs

administrations face to face with the problem of adapting their structures ,
just as it poses the problem of the Community machinery needed for Such a
union to operate properly . While the national administrations are still
giving thought to these matters , it can be stated here and now that action
in the customs field is no longer motivated solely by national considerations
but is increasingly 'taken with due consideration for the interests of partner
States or Community interests proper .
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Strengthening the Community element in customs matters raises not
only the problem of teaching Community law in the framework of vocational
training but also that of wide-ranging cooperation between national administrations
and the Commission 's departments . The development of this cooperation at all

x levels must be one of the major concerns in the years ahead .

While there is already some cooperation between the Member States , cooperation
between the Commission departments and national administrations is till only in

its early stages . The experience of the past few months regarding the measures

adopted concerning textile products and steel , however , shows how much the

effectiveness of a measure and its homogeneous implementation throughout the
Community depends on close cooperation between the Commission and the Member

States 'authorities . The regular contacts introduced in this context between
the Commission's' departments and national customs experts have turned out

to be extremely fruitful and have already enabled a fair number of practical

problems to be resotved . These encouraging examples undoubtedly deserve to

be applied on a wider scale beyond the strictly sectoral framework to which they

are still confined at present . t

With regard to the institutional structure of the customs union , the cumbersome

nature of the procedures is a serious impediment to the rapid adaptation

of existing instruments which is required to meet unforeseen situations .

A solution to these problems can be , found only in making wider use of the delegation

of powers , as provided for in Article 155 of the Treaty . The powers which the

Commission already has in this respect must be extended to other matters , including
temporary derogations from the application of Common Customs Tariff duties . While

the main objective of such tariff measures is to enable the Community to react to

unforeseen shortages , the procedures for giving effect to such measures generally
take more than six months before final publication in the Official Journal .

./



It is also necessary tq. make the most of the Community 's weight and size in
order to strengthen its image in international meetings dealing with customs
matters . To this end , Community participation in international organizations
must be improved and common positions be worked out more rapidly and more
effectively .

COMMITMENT PROCEDURE
• /

The Commission wondered whether it would be possible to draw up in advance

a detailed timetable for implementing the multiannual programme , but thought it

better , on reflection, to reject this idea so that it would have some flexibility
in selecting its priorities - the latter being Likely to change with economic <
developments - and so that it would be able to adjust periodically the measures

aimed at unifying internal market in then light of progress made in the meantime
in areas other than customs matters .

This is why the Commission has chosen to establish by year a coherent set of prio

rities designed to advance the creation for the construction of a true customs

union . .

The Commission proposes to take stock in November of each year of the results

obtained and efforts made during the previous year as cegards achievement of the

overall objectives and to present the priorities for the following year , with

specific commitments .

The Commission will not , however , confine itself solely to the priorities set

out under the above procedure , since it will be continuing its activities in
those areas where it is competent either under the provisions of the Treaty or by
virtue of powers delegated by the Council , for instance with regard to administra
tion and negotiation .

The bulk of these measures will be incorporated each year in the list of - .
priorities to be presented . This,ralso applies to certain executive measures

whith the Commission intends to introduce in conjunction with the national ,
authorities and which are needed in order to strengthen the inter cohesion of
the customs union and improve trading conditions on the basis of increased mu
tual trust .
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The priorities for 1979 are "set out in Part II of this communication .
The work of establishing these priorities was done, by the Commission and the
Heads of the Customs Administrations of the Member States in close collaboration .



II . PRIORITIES FOR 1979

In accordance with the commitment procedure outlined above , the Commission ,
" in line with the Memorandum annexed to the 1979 Programme Address , sets

out in the following pages a list of priority measures for -1979 ,. which fall
" into three distinct categories : '

A » Proposals already examined or in the final stages of examination and which
could therefore be adopted in the first half of 1979 ' .

B. Proposals not yet examined , or in the early stages of examination , but which
should be adopted by 1 January 1980

#

C. Proposals to be transmitted to the Council in 1979 .

In addition , further measures representing either a continuation of current activi
ties , particularly as regards the administration of existing regulations , or overa
activities which the Commission wishes to undertake with the aim of strengthening

the customs union , are indicated in section D of this chapter , to give a coherent

picture of all the Community 's activities in the customs field .

Proposals already examined or in the final stages of examination and which could

therefore be adopted in the first half of 1979

A.I. Progosa ls_for_a_regul at ion_on_grocessing_gr ior_to_customs_dea ranee •
^Umwandl ungsver kehr " ) ~ ,

COM ( 72 ) 1623 final

Transmitted' to the Council on 29 December 1972

Opinion of the European Parliament , sitting of 9 May 1973
Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee , meeting of 23 January 1973
In the . case of certain categories of goods , the fact that they have undergone
processing entaiUs the reduction of the customs charge which would have been
imposed upon such goods had they not been processed . ;
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A. 2 . Progosal_for_a_re2uLat2on_on_the_refund_or_ren;2SSion-of_in]gort <_ and_

Doc . COM ( 75 ) 68 § of 23 December 1975
Transmitted to the Council on 30 December 1975

Opinion of the European Parliament , sitting of 14 May 1976
Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee of 25 May 1976

This is a matter of defining the cases in which refund or remission of import

and export duties may be granted to the party concerned ( uniformity in the

application of the CCT and of the common agricultural policy ) and of establishing
the conditions ., in particular the time limits , to be observed in granting
this refund or remission .

A . 3 . P£ogo s a I s_for_a_ regu I at i on_l a^jng_down_ condi t ions_for_gost;dea ran ce_ co I le c ti^on^
Doc . COM ( 77 ) 192 final of 24 May 1977

Transmitted to the Council on 27 May 1977 .

Opinion of the European Parliament , sitting of 17 January 1978

Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee of 23 November 1978

This is a matter of defining those cases where the customs authority may
collect retroactively import or export duties which were not levied at the

time when they were due and of laying down the conditions ( in particular the
time limits ) under which action may be initiated in order to recover those
duties .

A . 4 . ProBosai_for_a_re2ylat ion_on_mutual_assistance_between_the_comgetent_
§yii32lliiSS_of_Member_States_and_between_them_and_the_Commi ssion_to_ensure_
th£_correct -aBBlication_of_Cornmunit^_rules_regarding^custorns_and-agriculturei_

COM ( 73 ) 538 final

Transmitted to the Council on 25 April 1973

Opinion of the European Parliament , sitting of 11 December 1973

/ ' -

The object of this proposal is to ensure uniformity of customs procedures as
regards both the application of common policies and measures to combat fraud .

• · / · ·



5 - E£222§2i_l2r_d_di££ct2ye_on_t he_harmom zat222_2l_2E2<:£^2£22_l2r_t!]2
release of goods for free circulation

COM ( 73 ) 2137 final - - •

Transmitted to the Council on 21 December 1973

Opinion of the European Parliament , sitting of 27 June 1974
φ

Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee , meeting of 17 July 1974

Here it is a matter of establishing uniform rules for the release of goods
. for free circulation irrespective of the Member State in which the goods

are entered for this procedure and therefore to eliminate differences in

the way Community firms are -treated . .

Since this procedure is the legal framework within which each Member State
A

applies any commercial policy or other measure applicable to imports , it is
essential for the proper operation of the customs union and at the same

time in order to permit genuine liberalization of intra-community trade

that this procedure . be placed on a Community basis .

6 . P£ogosal_for_a_di cectjye_on_customs_debt ,
Transmitted to the Council on 8 April 1976 - OJ No C 128 , 10 June 1976

Opinion of the European Parliament , sitting of 17 September 1976 ,

OJ No C 238 , 11 October 1976

Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee of 27 October 1976 .
Amended by COM ( 76 ) 596 final of 12 November 1976 .,
Transmitted to the Council on 17 November 1976 - OJ No C 279 , . 25 November 1976

This proposal is aimed at defining the conditions for the establisment

and termination of the obligation of persons liable t § pay duties on
imports or exports . , ,

7 . Proposal for a regulation amending Counc i l „Regulat ion ( EEC)_No_17?8/ 75
20_£!}£_2!DE2l£aii2Q_ll£®_2l_C2!!HD2D_£ystoms_IariJf_duties_of_educationa lz
^ £2 e n 1 2 f 2 c_and_ cu t u r a j._ma t e rji aj. s_ .

COM ( 78 ) 349 final

Transmitted to the Council on 26 July 1978

Opinion of the European Parliament , sitting of 21 October 1978

The purpose of this proposal is to adapt the present provisions of
Regulation ( EEC ) No 1798/ 75 to those of the Protocol to the florence

Agreement signed in Nairobi in November 1976 .
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A. 8 . Progosa l_for_a_regulat2on_on_the_imgortat_ion_f ree_of_Common_Customs_
Tariff duties_of_materia Ls_> sgeciaU^_desi2D£^_i2£_il2f_S^y£§ii2Dz
em^.c^ment_and_social_adyancement _>of_t he_handi cagged_

COM ( 78 ) 348 final 1

Transmitted to the Council on 21 July 1978

Opinion of the European Parliament , sitting of 21 October 1978

This proposal is aimed at transposing to Community level the provisions

concerning the physically or mentally handicapped contained in the Protocol
to the Florence Agreement signed in Nairobi in November 1976 .

• \

B. Proposals not yet examined or in the early stages of examination , but which

should be adopted by 1 January 1980

B . 1 . Progos a l _ for_a_ regul at i on_defjni ng_ tjie_ condjt2ons_under_wh_i ch_na tura l_or_
!£25*i_0f£§22I_!?3y_be_allowed_to_enter_goods_f or_customs_£urgoses_

Doc . COM ( 78 ) 724 ( transmitted to the Council on 12.12.1978 ) -

The establishment of Community provisions in this matter is urgently

required in order to facilitate adoption of the directive on the release

of goodsr for free circulation and, more generally , in order to eliminate
differences in the treatment to which Community firms are currently subject

depending on the Member State in which they carry on their activities .

8 -2 . P£2gos a l_for_a_ regula t ion_on_t he_gr ocedur e_agg I i cable_t o__the__st ores_of_
vessels z_ ai rcraf t and_intenat iona l trains

COM ( 78 ) 76 final of 1 March 1978

Transmitted to the Council on 8 March 1978 - 0J No C 73 , 23 March 1978

Opinion of the European Parliament , sitting of 16 June 1978

Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee - meeting of 17 May 1978 .

The adoption of a Community procedure will meet the need to ensure that

the conditions for supplying Community firms engaged in international
transport . are uniform and to prevent distortion of . competition between

the latter and their foreign counterparts , the necessary precautions
being taken against abuses .

a

■ • • / • • •
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8.3 ., Progosals_for_the_rat2onaljzat2on__of_the_greferent2al_or22in_rules

COM ( 78 ) 745 final

COM ( 78 ) 746 final

: Transmitted to the Council on 11 January 1979-

With regard to the agreements concluded with the EFTA countries ,

provision must be made for more rational rules on cumulative treatment and

the origin criteria for Chapters 84 to 92 of the CCC Nomenclature , thereby
producing a saving in administrative costs for firms when they have to
provide customs with evidence of the rorigin of . goods .

C . Proposals to be transmitted to the Council in 1979

C . 1 . P ro20sal_for_a_di recti ve_on_the_ ha rmoni^ation_of_exgort_grocedures_for_goods

The aim is to establish uniform export procedures irrespective of the

Member State in which-the goods are entered for this procedure and therefore
to eliminate differences in the way Community firms are treated .

Since this procedure is the legal framework within which each Member

State applies any commercial policy or other measures applicable to exports ,

it is essential for the proper operation of the customs union that it be
placed on a Community basis .

C.2 . P£2Bosa]._for_a_regu la t2on_la^ing_down_the_ condi t2on_governing_the_issue_of
_^n forma t2on_bj/_the_ custom s_aujt ho r "i i es_9nd_t h e legaJ._s22niJi^ance_of_such
informat2on

* • • »

This regulation will define the conditions under which an individual may .

request information on custom's matters from the authorities and makes

distinctions according to whether it is a question of provisions laid down *
by law, regulation or administrative action and between information of a

general nature and that concerning the tariff classification of goods .

C.3 . £!^ es concerning_the_va luation of_goods__
l2£-£y5i2!?5_2y£E0®® s following the GATT negociations .

/

If the GATT negotiations on the valuation of goods for customs purposes
lead to the adoption of a new code the Commission will make appropriate
proposals to bring the new system into force by the date agreed in GATT .

N /

%
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C . . Prg20sal_on_the_set 1 1 ement_of_ch sgutes

Over and above the fact that disparities in this field could distort the

conditions of competition within the Community and lead to deflections of

trade , it is necessary to extend legal protection to firms in a manner whith
is both equitable and effective .

4

C.5 . Progosal^f or_a_Counci j._regulat ion_sett ing_ug_a_Communi t^_s^stem_of_relief s_
1 £2!D_£y s toms_duty

This regulation will make it possible to grant exemption from customs duties
or agricultural levies in respect of imports of certain goods in specific
circumstances . . .

The Council has already adopted a number of regulations dealing with duty-free
arrangements , but a full , unified system of duty-free arrangments would be
desi rable .

As regard relief from duties on military equipment , the Commission , which
is continually in contact with the Member States under the arrangements
established by common accord, considers that progress in this field will depend
partly on the results obtained under the multilateral trade negotiations
(MTNs ) on the dismantling of tariffs on aircraft .

C.6 . Pronosa I s^f or_convert i ng_certain_di rect i ves_on_econorni c_custorns_grocedures

This is aimed at implementing the principle invoked earlier in the section

on basic objectives , to establish customs legislation which is reliable and
offers full legal security .

i . ■

C.7 . Imp roving_th e_Cornmumty_tr ans2t_ system

A proposal aimed at simplifying certain aspects o# the Community transit

procedure was laid before the Council on 11 August 1975 (OJ No 204 , 6 Sep
tember 1975 ). ~

It has not yet been possible to adopt this proposal . In the light of experience
the Commission has decided progressively to improve the operation of this sys- -
tern by adopting or proposing in a balanced fashion measures to streamline

the system where possible , and to prevent or sanction irregularities .

As part of this approach , which concerns both goods and passenger traffic , the
Commission will shortly be laying before the Council a new proposal designed
to replace the 1975 one . -
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C.8 . Si rrp I i f i cat ion_of temporary moverjjent^in Member_St ates of_Communi ty_
goods sent_from another Member_St ate_ •

The intention is to ensure that goods in free circulation which are
used temporarily in one or more other Member States can move freely
by replacing national procedures ( temporary export , transit , temporary
admission, reexport , transit , reimport ) by a Community procedure in
order to alleviate existing formalities .

The Commission will base' its proposals on the relevant " provisions of
the Treaty as well as on the 6th V.A.T. Directive which provides for
the laying down of Community tax rules for the application of the
exemptions concerned .

D. Other measures

D.1 . Measures_whi ch_al ready_fal I wi t hin_t he_resgons_ibi I ity of_t he_Committees
on_Rules '

; -

This involves the provisions for implementing current regulations and
directives .

^ ' '

These measures will be taken within the framework of the Committees on

Rules in so far as they prove to be necessary in order to ensure that
customs law is uniformly applied . ■

D. 2 . Preparation of_ common go sit ions at_internat ional_meet ings

The extent of the customs matters dealt with in international meetings and

the realities of the customs union mean that the Community often parti
cipates actively in work undertaken in this field. The Commission intends
to increase , within the framework of existing procedures , its activities
in this area in order to facilitate further the working out of common
positions . Such taeasures will contribute to the strengthening of the
Community 's position in the world .

D.3 . Work^on customs matters in^the^fr amework_of agreement s^or conventions

This work will be carried out , for instance, within the framework of renewal
: of the Lom£ Convention and the agreement with Yugoslavia and in order to
permit the accession of new Member States . It will also involve continuing

the harmonization of lists A and B for various agreements .
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D . A. Establ i shment of the I nt ggratgd Tari ff of _t he European C ommuni ties

At present there is no Community instrument which brings together in a
single , integrated nomenclature all the statistical and tariff subheadings
referred to in numerous regulations . ' ■ ~i

In the context of the customs union , this situation creates serious dif

ficulties . In order to counter those difficulties an integrated customs -
tariff of the European Communities ("TARIC") must be prepared and imple
mented to enable the Community 's Common Customs Tariff and import-export
statistics to be administered more effectively .

In addition , it will be necessary to meet the needs of international commer
ce by providing a method of classification for chemical products in which

there is substantial trade , both in the customs and statistical nomenclatures ,
which will overcome difficulties related to chemical names and their related

linguistic problems .

D . 5 . Sectora^measures^alread^init iated_in_certajn_sensit ive_areas

The measure will be continued by the Commission in close cooperation with »

the customs administrations . They have proved to be very useful and effec

tive , for instance , for dealing with operational problems in the textiles

and iron and steel sectors . In addition , in the field of the textiles

agreements , the Commission intends to publish a " compendium" to facilitate
the tasks of administrations and users .

D. 6. Measures_at_t he_level_of_imglementat ion

These measures , which will be taken in close cooperation with the Member

States' customs administrations , wilt serve to strengthen the homogeneity
of application of the customs law . In this' context , the Commission intends

to call on high-level experts to monitor the functioning of customs regula
tions in the Member States , without prejudice to the exercise of the -

Commission own responsabi lities in this field . It will also encourage
exchanges between officials of Member States in order to enable professio
nal knowledge to be acquired and to make it possible to work in cooperation
with the customs officials visited by becoming familiar with their practi
cal problems .

D.7. Training

The mere existence of customs legislation at Community level does not mean
that such legislation will be applied in the same spirit and manner throughout
the Community . The Commission makes an appropriate contribution to the

training of officials responsible for teaching Community matters in each
Member States .


